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About This Game

In City Defense you need to protect your city from capture by enemy equipment.
To do this, you can build 3 types of automatic turrets, which have their own unique characteristics and use different

ways to destroy the enemy. But do not forget to upgrade your turrets, then they will cause more damage and continue to shoot!

Fierce battles take place in 15 unique locations, ranging from urban areas to spacious suburbs.
Many game elements, including enemy routes, are randomly generated and give a unique experience from each game.

Earn money by destroying enemies. They can buy the unwinding time to build new turrets or to upgrade old ones.
Careful study of the features of locations and types of enemies will teach on the move to make the right decisions.

Peculiar properties:

- "Rewind" time ago! But it only works on enemies, and you will have time to destroy them!

- Create unique turrets to defend your city!

- Different levels of difficulty

- 22 types of enemy vehicles with their unique characteristics
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Build the perfect defense! Keep them coming! Don't give up until the last!
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Title: City Defense
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Studio48, Turykin Nikolay
Publisher:
Studio48
Release Date: 31 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Quad-Core (q8300), 2500 MHz

Memory: 1 GB ОЗУ MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 530 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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I'm very sure the editor is only contributed for his well-efforted ''preface'', as the entire book is just copied from someone who's
translated, like, more than a century ago. but even then, I cannot recommend this.

for the quality of book itself is quite horrible. there are so many typo which is spelling wrong with character's names like
"Rollant" or "Rollanz", "Oliver" or "Olivier". one of the laughable example is "... violated Temple of Salomon, ..." and you
heard me right, I said literally what it's written at there.

just play the game, not buying this book from here. or maybe you can buy one from actual bookstore.. I spent 7.49 Euro on
Project Temporality, and I'd honestly say it was worth it. The game is short, though. The game runs about as long as the original
portal and has more than enough puzzles to be interesting, with some of them requiring very abstract thinking. It looks pretty
good technically, though it's very samey, and I wouldn't with the story if I were you. But should you get it? Well...

If you like puzzle games, DEFINITELY buy this. It's one of the better puzzle games I've played in a while and - unlike the
others - it doesn't look awful. The controls are loose and wobbly, but with essentially infinite-use time reversal, you can account
for that. It's clever, it's creative and it gives you mechanics which seem familiar, but are fairly unique on their own. This will
challenge your brain, but in a good way.

However, Temporality is also a very slow-paced game. While you may beat most levels in under three minutes on the clock,
keep in mind that the clock counts back when you reverse time. So while it may be an absolute 3 minutes, you'll actually be
spending 15-20 minutes per level. The character jogs slowly, jumps awkwardly and the game requires a lot of repetition, minor
adjustments to positioning and timing and a lot of staring at a puzzle to figure out what you to do. If you need action, this isn't
the right game. And it also goes without saying that if you're awful at puzzle games, Temporality will frustrate you.

For me, though, it was a worthwhile buy at 7.49 Euro. I'm not entirely sure if I can recommend it at its full price of 15 Euro,
though. I mean, it's cool and creative, but also VERY short. If you're a huge puzzle game fan I can kind of see paying full price,
but for my pocket I don't know that I could go much higher than 10 Euro. Then again, I'm stingy :). The Blue Flamingo
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on.

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale. Probably the best IDE I have used...very nice.. good unit, looks
great and sounds decent
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Horrible sounds for the included trains. Nice scenery but overall not recommended, atleast not when cosidering the price of it....
Trugath would like this one. While the mechanics seem simple the fact that things kind of fluctuate and that you have a big
bulky ship make this feel clunkier than most SHUMPS. You'll be trading money you earn that is your final score against your
upgrades, wile you can buff your ship, you'll be trading in your place on the leaderboard. Something fun, different, cheap, and
quick to play.. A charmingly warm game. Mostly a puzzle-boardgame style, than a proper simulation.. Resembles the movie
Heat pretty well, I like that.. The Bridge crossing is the best chance for a turkey shoot in any campaign. 10\/10 would annihilate
a platoon of enemy tanks again.. An interesting tower defense-esque game. Essentially, you're a god who's trying to prevent the
humans from reaching you via a tower they are building. It'll be up to you to keep them happy and knock down their tower at
the same time. Anger them, and your "worship" points trickle in much more slowly (preventing you from using god powers as
often). They also work faster when they're angry, which is bad. There's a lot here for $3.50 (on sale until Oct 17) including 20
gods across 96 levels. Worth checking out at the very least.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3itB_jr-Zkc

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3G0r0VMn5CY. Super addicting, super toxic and fun with friends.. Latest 10\/1 - From a
quick play this evening, it looks like all the bugs with turn zero have been fixed, and so I am happy to recommend this
expansion to Twilight Struggle.

It offers numerous 'what if' scenarios which are both thought provoking and enable the early game which can so often form a
predictable pattern to be a lot more varied.

It does however create the possibilities of incredibly lop-sided scenarios, so I wouldn't recommend it for tournament or
competitive play.

Bugs fixed so far:

 'One Small Step...' new card design has 3 Ops written on it (still plays as 2 though)

'First Lightning' card reduces DEFCON when played on Space Race, and playing the card for the Ops as the US does not
remove the card despite it being asterisked. Also AI does not recognise this as a DEFCON suicide card.

Turn Zero events that supposedly cancel the effects of 'Blockade' and 'Socialist Governments' on T1& T2 don't work - both of
these events have occurred after supposedly being disabled by VE Day and 1945 election.

'Unable to switch games while in the crisis phase of Turn Zero as the crisis overlay vanishes when you return to the game.

 Unaligned movement card doesn't work properly.

Petrov card says 2 ops on card graphic, but is 3ops ingame.

Issues with 'Allied Berlin' scoring card (rules & graphics)

In the new space race, 'eagle\/bear is landed' lets you place influence in enemy controlled countries at cost of 1op once per turn
when tracker says once per action round.

Thanks to DodgerWalker \/ Edgeofnothing \/ bblum \/ soroltkileny on reddit for spotting the issues.. Can you guys done make
this game multiplayer so I can play online with friends?
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